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Data Miner 2 – User Interface [Train]

- Provides a User Interface to access PJM data via Data Miner 2 tool

- URL: https://dataminer2-train.pjm.com/list

- Credentials: None. Anyone can access this URL

- Browser Restrictions: None
Data Miner 2 – Data Dictionary

- Provides the feed name and description for all and/or specific feed
- URL: https://dataminer2-train.pjm.com/search?q=undefined
- Credentials: None. Anyone can access this URL
- Browser Restrictions: None
Data Miner 2 – API Portal [Train]

- Provides an API developer portal to fetch data available via Data Miner 2 programmatically.

- **URL:** https://apiportal-train.pjm.com

- **Credentials:** PJM Tools Account in train environment

- **Browser Restrictions:** None